### Description
The window that provides the link to authenticate lastfm is to small and not resizeable, which causes the link to be truncated, removing some of it and replacing with ...

eg. [https://www.last.fm/api/auth?api_key=4b4f73bda1818...438604adf52&token=HM8gm2sV0VRV-QoXjBR1BH1eE1Gxoab65](https://www.last.fm/api/auth?api_key=4b4f73bda1818...438604adf52&token=HM8gm2sV0VRV-QoXjBR1BH1eE1Gxoab65)

This makes it useless. Workaround is to launch from terminal and use link from there

### History
**#1 - April 30, 2017 22:35 - John Lindgren**
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee deleted (Luís Picciochi)
- Target version set to 3.9
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Fixed in Git.